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Ž .For a Noetherian local ring R,  , the Hilbert functions of -primary ideals
provide considerable information about constructions and singularities coded by
Žthe ideal. For a module E which is the analogue of such ideals E is a proper
.submodule of a free module so that the quotient has finite length , Buchsbaum and
Rim defined a similar function and introduced the notion of BuchsbaumRim
Ž .multiplicity br E of the module. Unlike in the ideal case, the information about
these functions is still scant. When R is CohenMacaulay of dimension d 1 and
E has rank r, we develop some of their properties sufficiently enough to establish
Ž . Žthe following bound for the reduction number of the module E, r E  d r
. Ž Ž . .1  br E  2  1. The same techniques lead to bounds on the number of
generators of the integral closure of the powers of certain ideals and modules.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a Noetherian ring with total ring of fractions K and let E be a
finitely generated torsionfree R-module. We say that E has a rank if
K E K r, in which case r is said to be the rank of E. This provides anR
embedding E Rr which allows us to define the Rees algebra of E as the
Ž . Ž r . Ž Ž .subalgebra R E of S R generated by the forms in E S  denotes the
.symmetric algebra functor . It is a natural extension of the blowup algebra
Ž . n Ž .of an ideal, R I 	 I . Alternatively, R E is the image of then
 0
Ž . Ž r . Ž .natural map S E  S R , whose kernel is the R-torsion of S E . This
Ž .shows that the definition of R E does not depend on the embedding of
E. The Rees algebra is a standard graded R-algebra and its component of
n Ž . ndegree n will be denoted by E . This is a module of n-forms, R E  En
Ž r . S R .n
Ž .If R,  is a Noetherian local ring of dimension d, and I is an
-primary ideal, the numerical function
n  RI nŽ .
Ž Ž .is the HilbertSamuel function of the ideal I   is the ordinary length
. Ž n.function for modules with a composition series . For n 0,  RI is a
polynomial in n of degree d. Using a broad generalization of the Koszul
 complex, Buchsbaum and Rim 3 proved the following result:
 THEOREM 1.1 3, 3.1 and 3.4 . Let R be a Noetherian local ring of
r Ž r .dimension d and let E R be a submodule such that  R E  . Then
Ž Ž r . n.for n 0,  S R E is a polynomial in n of degree d r 1.n
 A detailed treatment of geometric aspects of this function is given in 9 ,
 while quick proofs of the theorem and related results are provided in 13 .
The positive integer a that occurs in the polynomial
a
r n dr1 S R E  n  lower terms, n 0Ž .Ž .n d r 1 !Ž .
Ž ris the BuchsbaumRim multiplicity of E if the embedding E R is
. Ž .fixed , and we will denote it by br E . This number is determined by an
 Euler characteristic of the BuchsbaumRim complex 3, 4.3 . Very few
explicit BuchsbaumRim functions are known, an exception being those of
 certain modules over regular local rings of dimension two 7 .
Ž .Our goal here is to understand the coefficient br E , and the next one,
Ž .sufficiently well to prove the following properties of the algebra R E :
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension
d 1 with residue field k, and let E Rr be a submodule such that
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Ž r . R E  . Denote by
F E  k R EŽ . Ž .R
Ž .the special fiber of R E . For eery integer n,
n d r 3 n d r 3
 F E  br E   .Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž / ž /d r 2 d r 3
While the asymptotic assertion follows from elementary considerations,
to show that the inequality holds for all n requires the derivation of
BuchsbaumRim polynomials for a distinguished class of modules. This
 robust estimation allows for an extension to modules of a result of 4 on
ordinary blowups that is a controlling agent of the cohomology of the
algebra:
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension
d 1 with infinite residue field, and let E Rr be a submodule such that
Ž r . R E  . The reduction number of E satisfies
r E  d r 1  br E  2  1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
For d 1, the bound is strengthened in Remark 4.2. The same mix of
techniques can be used to bound the number of generators of the integral
closure of the powers of complete intersection or, more generally, equi-
Žmultiple modules of codimension dim R 1 see Section 2 for the defini-
.tion of these notions :
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a normal CohenMacaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d, and let E be a complete intersection module of rank r and codimension
c d 1. For eery integer n,
n d r 4 n d r 4n E  deg Rdet E   .Ž .Ž .Ž . 0 ž / ž /d r 3 d r 4
Ž .In this formula, det E denotes the zeroeth Fitting ideal of E**E.0
Even for ideals this formula seems to be new.
2. REDUCTIONS OF A MODULE
Ž .There are several measures of size attached to a Rees algebra R E , all
Žderived from ordinary Rees algebras. We briefly recall some of them see
  . 11, 12 for more details . For basic facts and terminology we shall use 1,
 Ž .6 . As for notation, let R,  be a Noetherian local ring and let M be a
finitely generated R-module. For an -primary ideal I, the Hilbert
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Ž .Samuel multiplicity of M with respect to I will be denoted by e I; M .
Ž . Ž .However, for I , we set simply e ; M  deg M .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring of dimension d, and let E
Ž .be a finitely generated torsionfree R-module haing a rank r. Then dim R E
Ž . d r d height R E .
Proof. The second equality is obvious. To show the first one embed E
r Ž .into a free module G R . Now R E is a subalgebra of the polynomial
Ž .  ring S S G  R t , . . . , t . As in the case of ideals, the minimal primes1 r
Ž . Ž .of R E are exactly of the form  SR E , where  ranges over all
minimal primes of R. Write R R and E for the image of E in
Ž . Ž .R G. Since R E R E , we may replace R and E by R and ER R
to assume that R is a domain. But then the assertions follow from the
 dimension formula for graded domains 14, 1.2.2 .
Let R be a Noetherian ring and let E be a finitely generated torsionfree
R-module having a rank. Let U E be a submodule. One says that U is a
Ž .reduction of E or, equivalently, E is integral over U if R E is integral
over the R-subalgebra generated by U. Alternatively, the integrality condi-
Ž . Ž .tion is expressed by the equations R E U  R E , s 0. The leasts1 s
integer s
 0 for which this equality holds is called the reduction number
Ž .of E with respect to U and is denoted by r E . For any reduction U of EU
the module EU is torsion, hence U has the same rank as E. This follows
from the fact that a module of linear type such as a free module admits no
proper reductions.
Ž . Ž .If R,  is local with residue field k then the special fiber of R E is
Ž . Ž .the ring F E  k R E ; its Krull dimension is called the analyticR
Ž .spread of E and is denoted by l E .
Now assume in addition that k is infinite. A reduction of E is said to be
minimal if it is minimal with respect to inclusion. For any reduction U of
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .E one has  U 
 l E   denotes the minimal number of generators
.function , and equality holds if and only if U is minimal. Minimal reduc-
Ž .tions arise from the following construction: The algebra F E is a stan-
Ž .dard graded algebra of dimension l l E over the infinite field k. Thus it
 admits a Noether normalization k y , . . . , y generated by linear forms;1 l
Ž .lift these linear forms to elements x , . . . , x in R E  E and denote by1 l 1
U the submodule generated by x , . . . , x . By Nakayama’s Lemma, for1 l
Ž . Ž .all large s we have R E U  R E , making U a minimal reductions1 s
of E.
Having established the existence of minimal reductions, we can define
Ž . Ž .the reduction number r E of E to be the minimum of r E , where UU
ranges over all minimal reductions of E.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian local ring of dimension d 0,
and let E be a finitely generated torsionfree R-module haing a rank r.
Ž . Ž .a r l E  d r 1.
Ž . r Ž r . Ž .b If E R and l R E  , then l E  d r 1.
Proof. We may assume that the residue field of R is infinite. Write 
for the maximal ideal of R, and let U be any minimal reduction of E.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a One has r rank E rank U  U  l E . On the other
Ž .hand, by the proof of Proposition 2.1,  R E is not contained in any
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .minimal prime of R E . Therefore l E  dim F E  dim R E  1
d r 1, where the last equality holds by Proposition 2.1.

l rŽ . Ž .b Let R  R be a homomorphism with l l E whose image is
U. For each prime ideal  , U is a reduction of E  Rr , and  
r Ž .therefore U  R . Thus the cokernel of  is a nonzero module of finite 
length. Applying the EagonNorthcott bound for the height of determi-
nantal ideals to the ideal of r by r minors of  we conclude that
Ž .l r 1
 d. Together with the estimate of part a we then obtain the
desired equality.
Ž .Let R,  be a Noetherian local ring and E an R-module. We say that
E is a ector bundle if it is free on the punctured spectrum of R. A
 terminology we adopt from 12 is the following. We say that E is an ideal
module if E 0 is finitely generated and torsionfree and if its dual E* is
 free. Such a module has a rank, say r 12, 5.1 , and affords a natural
embedding into a free module of the same rank, E E** Rr. If in
addition E is a vector bundle, but not free, then this embedding yields a
r Ž r .canonical identification of E with a submodule E R such that  R E
 . This will be the usual setting in the present paper.
For an ideal module E of rank r, as in the case of ideals, we define the
deiation of E as
d E   E  r 1 grade det E ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0
and its analytic deiation as
ad E  l E  r 1 grade det E ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž . rwhere det E denotes the zeroeth Fitting ideal of E**E R E. No-0
Ž . Ž .  tice that d E 
 ad E 
 0 unless E is free 12, 5.2 . Accordingly, we say
that E is a complete intersection module, an almost complete intersection
Ž . Ž . Ž .module, or an equimultiple module if d E  0, d E  1, or ad E  0,
respectively. These definitions coincide with the corresponding notions for
ideals provided the ideals are proper and have grade 
 2. Indeed, the
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Ž . Ž .grade of det E is always 
 2. We shall refer to the height of det E as0 0
the codimension of E.
3. HILBERT FUNCTION OF THE SPECIAL FIBER
In this section we discuss some tools to estimate reductions of modules.
It makes use of the Hilbert function of the special fiber. We begin by
Ž . Ž .recalling one case when we have an explicit formula for br E . Let R, 
be a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension d 0 with infinite residue
r Ž r .field, and let E R be a submodule such that  R E  . Let U be a
Ž .minimal reduction of E. According to Proposition 2.2 b , U is minimally
Ž r .generated by d r 1 elements. Furthermore  R U   since a free
module does not admit any proper reduction.
THEOREM 3.1. Under the conditions aboe, let  : Rd r1 Rr be a
mapping whose image is U. Then
br E  br U   RrU   Rdet U ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž .where det U is the ideal generated by the r by r minors of .0
 Ž .The first equality follows from 9, 5.3 i for instance, the second one
 Ž .  from 3, 4.5 2 , and the third one from 2 . We are going to complement
this in Theorem 3.4, where the entire BuchsbaumRim function of U is
given.
Ž .  We now approach the calculation of r E using the strategy of 4, 4.6 .
We seek to estimate the Hilbert function of the standard graded algebra
Ž .F E .
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension
r Ž r .d 1, and let E R be a submodule such that  R E  . For eery
integer n,
n d r 3 n d r 3
 F E  br E   .Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž / ž /d r 2 d r 3
Proof. We begin by recalling how generic submodules are formed,
  saccording to 12 . Write EÝ Ra , let z , 1 j d r 1, 1 i s,i1 i i j
Ž 4. sbe variables and S R z , E  S E, x Ý z a . Consider thei j R j i1 i j i
S-submodule UÝd r2 Sx of E. Further let y be an R-regular ele-j1 j
ment that is part of a minimal generating set of a minimal reduction of  ,
rŽ .the maximal ideal of the ring A Sann S U . Set S SSy and write
r Ž .E, E, U for the images of E, E, U in S . Since l E  d r 2 by
rŽ .Proposition 2.2 a , we have that U is a reduction of E. Thus S U has
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finite length and then dim SrU 1. Therefore dim SrU 1, y gener-
ates a minimal reduction of  , and U is a complete intersection module.
We now revert to our original notation, writing R, R, E instead of S,
S, E.
Since
 F E   E n   U n   E nU nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n
and
n d r 3n U  ,Ž . ž /d r 3
it suffices to estimate the number of generators of the submodule
E nU n S Rr U n .Ž .n
Ž . Ž r . nTo this end we want to show: i S R U is a CohenMacaulay modulen
Ž .of dimension one, and ii it has degree at most
n d r 3br E  .Ž . ž /d r 2
Ž n n.We will then use this value to bound  E U .
As U is a complete intersection module and RrU has dimension one,
Ž .claim i follows from the next result.
Ž  .PROPOSITION 3.3 see also 8, 3.2 and 3.3 . Let R be a CohenMacaulay
local ring of dimension d, and let E E** Rr be a complete intersection
Ž .module of rank r and codimension c . Then R E is CohenMacaulay.
n Ž r . nMoreoer for eery n 0, depth E  d c 1 and S R E is a Co-n
henMacaulay module of dimension d c.
  Ž .Proof. By 8, 3.2, 12, 5.6 , R E is CohenMacaulay. To show the
remaining assertions write  for the maximal ideal of R and observe that
grade  R E  height  R E  dim R E  dim F EŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 d r l E  d c 1.Ž .
Ž . nThus all the components of R E , that is, the R-modules E , have
Ž r . n-depth at least d  c  1. Thus for n  0, S R E aren
nCohenMacaulay of depth d c and depth E  d c 1.
Ž .As for the claim ii recall that U is a reduction of E and y generates a
Ž . Ž . minimal reduction of . Therefore br U  br E by 12, 5.15 and its
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proof . Thus it remains to prove that
n d 1  r 2Ž .r n S R U  br U  .Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž /d 1  r 1Ž .
This is a consequence of the next theorem.
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension
r Ž r . Ž .d 0, and let E R be a submodule such that  R E   and  E 
d r 1. For eery integer n,
n d r 2r n S R E  br E  .Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž /d r 1
Proof. Let  be the maximal ideal of R, set G Rr, s d r 1,
˜  and let X be an r by s matrix of indeterminates. Write R R X ,Ž , X .
˜ ˜ ˜G R G, and define the module E as the image of the mappingR
Xs˜ ˜R  G.
˜ ˜Notice that E is a complete intersection R-module of codimension s r
 1 d. If we denote by  the mapping

sR  G
whose image is E, we want to examine the effects of the specialization
˜n ˜nX  on the modules G E , since
n n ˜n ˜n ˜G E  G E  RI X  .Ž .Ž . Ž .R˜ 1
˜n ˜nBy Proposition 3.3, the modules G E are CohenMacaulay of dimen-
n n ˜n ˜nŽ . Ž Ž . .sion rs for all n 0, and consequently  G E  e I X  ; G E .1
To obtain this multiplicity let  be a minimal prime of R. Write
˜ ˜Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .  , I X  R, S R and I I X S. Notice that I X .r  r r1
After localizing the mapping
Xs˜ ˜R  G
at  , its image is given by
˜G 	 Ie G 	 Se G S,˜1 r 1 r R
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where G is a free S-module of rank r 1. The ideal I is generated by a1
regular sequence of length d. Thus we have
n
n n ni i˜ ˜ G E   G  SIŽ .Ž . Ýž / 1
i0
n
n i r 2 i 1 d   SIŽ .Ý ž / ž /r 2 d
i1
n d r 2 ˜   RI X ,Ž .Ž .ž /r ž /d r 1
where the last equality holds by a standard summation formula.
Now, applying the associativity formula twice, we obtain
˜n ˜n ˜n ˜n ˜e I X  ; G E   G E  e I X  ; RŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýž / ž /1 1

n d r 2 ˜   RI XŽ .Ž .Ý ž /r ž /d r 1

˜ e I X  ; RŽ .Ž .1
n d r 2 ˜  e I X  ; RI XŽ . Ž .Ž .1 rž /d r 1
n d r 2   RI  ,Ž .Ž .rž /d r 1
˜ Ž .where the last equality holds because RI X is CohenMacaulay. Fi-r
Ž Ž .. Ž .nally,  RI   br E by Theorem 3.1.r
4. REDUCTION NUMBER OF A MODULE
Let us first clarify, in terms of the coefficients of the BuchsbaumRim
polynomial, when a module E is a complete intersection.
Ž .Let R,  be a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension d 0 with
r Ž r .infinite residue field, and let E R be a submodule such that  R E
 . Consider the BuchsbaumRim polynomial
n d r 2r n S R E  br E Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž /d r 1
n d r 3 b  lower terms.1 ž /d r 2
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Ž .Let U be a minimal reduction of E. Recall that  U  d r 1 by
Ž .Proposition 2.2 b . From Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 we have
n d r 2r n S R U  br E  ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž /d r 1
and therefore
n d r 3n n E U  b  lower terms.Ž . 1 ž /d r 2
From this expression it follows that b 
 0. Actually one can explain the1
case when b vanishes in the following manner. Consider the embedding1
of Rees algebras
0R U R E  E nU n 0.Ž . Ž . 	
n
1
Ž .This is an exact sequence of finitely generated modules over R U . By
Ž .Propositions 2.1 and 3.3, R U is CohenMacaulay of dimension d r,
thus the module on the right must have Krull dimension 
 d r 1
unless it vanishes. Therefore b 
 0 and equality holds if and only if1
 U E. This is the module version of the result of 10, Theorem 3 for
ideals.
We now turn to estimating the reduction number of a module E as
Ž .above. We seek submodules U, minimally generated by l E  d r 1
Ž . Ž .elements such that for some ‘‘small’’ integer s, R E U  R E . Fors1 s
Ž .that, we consider the Hilbert function of the special fiber F E in order to
   apply a technique of 5 . The method is considered in detail in 4 , where
the case of ideals is treated.
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension
d 1 with infinite residue field, and let E Rr be a submodule such that
Ž r . R E  . The reduction number of E satisfies
r E  d r 1  br E  2  1 l E  br E  2  1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. The asserted equality holds because l E  d r 1 by
Ž .Proposition 2.2 b . As for the inequality, from Theorem 3.2 we have
n d r 3 n d r 3
 F E  br E   .Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž / ž /d r 2 d r 3
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To apply the main theorem of 5 , we need to find an integer n so that
n l EŽ .
 F E  .Ž .Ž .n ž /l EŽ .
Ž .Such a value satisfies n r E . It will suffice to solve for the smallest n in
n d r 3 n d r 3 n d r 1br E    .Ž . ž / ž / ž /d r 2 d r 3 d r 1
Simplifying common factors, we have
br E  n d r 1  d r 1 d r 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 n d r 1 n d r 2 ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .from which we obtain the desired bound for r E .
The estimate of Theorem 4.1 still holds, and can even be improved, if
d 1.
Remark 4.2. Let R be a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension one
with infinite residue field k, let E Rr be a submodule of rank r, and
Ž r .write a  R E . Then
r E  br E  a l E  br E  2  1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
br EŽ .
Ž .If in addition char k 0, then r E  .
a
Proof. Write  for the maximal ideal of R and let U be a minimal
reduction of E. Notice that U is a free module of rank r. We may assume
r Ž .that ER , in which case a r. Now det U is a principal ideal0
contained in  r. Thus by Theorem 3.1,
br E   Rdet U 
 r  deg R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
On the other hand, as E n are maximal CohenMacaulay R-modules,
br EŽ .n r 1 n r 1n E  deg R    .Ž . Ž . ž / ž /r 1 r 1r
  Ž . Ž .Now again the main theorem of 5 gives r E  br E  r.
If in addition char k 0, we may assume that R is complete with
coefficient field k. Let y be a system of parameters of R and write
     A k y t , . . . , t R U  R t , . . . , t R E ,Ž . Ž .1 r 1 r
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Ž .where t , . . . , t form a free basis of U over R. Note that R E is a finite1 r
Ž . torsionfree A-module of rank deg R . Therefore 15, Theorem 7 and
Ž .br E Ž . Ž . Ž .Proposition 9 shows that r E  deg R , where deg R  by ther
above.
We shall now apply the same technology to discuss the integral closures
nE of the powers of certain modules.
Ž  Ž ..PROPOSITION 4.3 see also 8, 3.5 2 . Let R be a normal
CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension d, and let E E** Rr be a
complete intersection module of codimension c. Then
r nŽ . Ž .a For eery integer n the associated primes of S R  E are mini-n
Ž .mal primes of det E .0
r nŽ . Ž .b If c
 d 1, then for eery integer n the module S R  E isn
CohenMacaulay.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a Localize at any prime containing det E and write  for0
the maximal ideal of the resulting local ring. We need to show that if
n Ž .d c then E has depth 
 2. Set AR E and write B A for the
Ž .integral closure of A. Since l E  c r 1, we have that
height  A d r  c r 1  d c 1
 2.Ž . Ž .
It follows that height B
 2, and as B satisfies the condition S of2
Serre, we have that the depth of each component of B is indeed 
 2.
Ž . Ž .b This follows immediately from a .
We will apply the technique of maximal Hilbert functions to bound the
nnumber of generators of E , for some cases of interest. Briefly, if E is a
complete intersection module of rank r and codimension c , we
consider a generic submodule U generated by c r 2 elements. The
module U is a complete intersection module of rank r and codimension
c 1. Consider the exact sequence
n n n n0U  E  E U  0,
from which we obtain
n c r 3n n n n n n E   E U   U   E U  .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . ž /c r 3
n nWe must now estimate the number of generators of E U in terms of
the underlying data. Writing E E** Rr we obtain an embedding
n n r nE U  S R U .Ž .n
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Ž r . nThe module S R U is CohenMacaulay of dimension d c 1; thisn
is obvious for c 2 and follows from Proposition 3.3 if c 2. Moreover
r nŽ . Ž .by Proposition 4.3 a , all associated primes of S R  E have height c. Inn
n nparticular if c
 d 1, then E U is CohenMacaulay and therefore
n n r n E U  deg S R U .Ž .Ž .Ž . n
Ž Ž r . n.We now seek to express deg S R U in terms of some degreen
Ž . Ž Ž .associated to det U slightly abusing our notation we write det U for0 0
r .the zeroeth Fitting ideal of R U even if c 2 . We start with the
associativity formula
deg S Rr U n   S Rr U n  deg R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý n n

Ž .where  runs over the minimal primes of det U . From Theorems 3.1 and0
3.4 we have
n c r 3r n S R U   Rdet U  .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . n 0 ž /c r 2
Putting this together we obtain
n c r 3r ndeg S R U  deg Rdet U  ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 0 ž /c r 2
and then
n c r 3 n c r 3n E  deg Rdet U   .Ž .Ž .Ž . 0 ž / ž /c r 2 c r 3
We will now assemble these calculations into an estimate on the number
nof generators of E , where E can be any equimultiple module of codimen-
sion 
 d 1.
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a normal CohenMacaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d, and let E be a nonfree complete intersection module of rank r and
codimension c
 d 1. For eery integer n,
n c r 3 n c r 3n E  deg Rdet E   .Ž .Ž .Ž . 0 ž / ž /c r 2 c r 3
Proof. To complete the proof all that is required is to compare
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..deg Rdet E and deg Rdet U . For this observe that the two ideals0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .det E and det U are ideals of r by r minors of an r by c r 10 0
matrix  with entries in the maximal ideal and of the submatrix 
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Ž .obtained by deleting one column of  . Moreover det E has generic0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..height. The assertion that deg RI   deg RI  now follows fromr r
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